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Solidwood Program
The Biesse Solidwood program focuses primarily on CNC machining solutions for manufacturers of Solid 
Wood and Aluminum Extrusion Components.

Windows, doors, architectural elements, and millwork applications are just a few of the areas where 
Biesse supplies advanced technological manufacturing solutions.

With the largest range of CNC machines in the industry, coupled with the expertise of the Biesse America 
Solidwood team, Biesse has the right solution for the small shop as well as the highest production 
environments where 24/7 machining capacity is a requirement.

Biesse’s advanced technology brings our customers great benefits in productivity, accuracy, quality output, 
flexibility, quick setup, and reduced labor. Windows, Doors, Boatbuilding, Outdoor furniture, Specialized 
Crating, RV Motorhomes, Aerospace, Butcher Blocks, Musical Instruments, Pattern and Moldmaking and 
Transportation, are just a few of the industries where Biesse CNC technology is the perfect match.

Why is Biesse Number One? It’s simple. We have a professional, capable team and a superior product line 
that has a very attractive value-to-price ratio for our customers.

If it needs drilling, milling, shaping or sanding, contact Biesse.

Founded in 1918, Paolino Bacci 
is one of the oldest and most 
respected woodworking machinery 
manufacturers in the world. 
Originally a manufacturer of classical 
woodworking machines, Bacci 
began to specialize in the production 
of machinery for the solid wood 
industry, chair manufacturing in 
particular, in the 1950’s.

Today, Bacci is the world leader for 
CNC 5-axis machines for the chair 
and solid wood industry and offers 
advanced patented solutions for 
high production environments.

Bacci has developed a complete line 
of 5-axis, and higher, CNC Machining 
Centers, all equipped with the most 
advanced technical solutions and 
easy-to-use, yet extremely powerful, 
software. This line of equipment 
has wide range of applications 
which include solid wood, plastic, 
aluminum and composite materials. 

With a wide range of customizable 
CNC Machining Centers that can be 
tailored to specific applications, Bacci 
stands unrivaled in the market.

For more information please visit 
www.bacci.com

BaCCi
Biesse’s Tooling and Accessories department 
offers a full line of tools, accessories and 
off-the-machine items to ensure the best 
performance from your machinery. 

Central to the program are factory direct 
accessories, including MC aggregates for the 
Rover and Skill machines and clamps for work 
piece holding.  

Across the total range of Biesse equipment, 
the department provides consumable 
items such as carbide tools, sanding 
belts and blades selected from suppliers 
proven to provide peak performance from  
your machinery.   

For more information please email tooling@biesseamerica.com

Tooling & aCCeSSorieS

Biesse Service:  Here to serve you 24/7. 
Using Six Sigma methodology, Biesse works to 
continuously improve the customer experience with our 
service. In order to serve you better, we use a customized 
CRM database to keep track of all of our customers’ 
machine history and current support needs.

For urgent requests our on-call technical experts can 
be reached outside normal business hours on our 24/7 
hotline at 877.5.BIESSE.
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For over 40 years, continuous innovation has made Biesse one of the world’s leading players 
in the manufacture and sale of high-tech machinery and systems for wood, glass, stone, 
plastics and other materials. 

To serve our American and Canadian customers and showcase the industry’s most advanced 
technology, Biesse offers four official showrooms throughout North America., including a 
location at the prestigious BCIT University.

Each showroom is equipped with the most current machinery on the market, offering 
visitors the opportunity to witness firsthand leading-edge wood, glass, stone and plastics 
fabrication technology.

Additionally, the showrooms offer clients the opportunity to Test Drive all technologies 
offered by Biesse, and Applications Engineers are available to assist customers with the 
Wood Industry’s most sophisticated and comprehensive demonstrations in all of North 
America. Our mission is to work with clients to provide the best support and implementation 
practices for their production

As the site of training sessions, meetings, One2One events, numerous machines and 
software demonstrations annually, the showrooms are a hub of activity year-round. Visit 
us for a Test Drive , and learn how our technology can be your solution!
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Biesse america
Charlotte
4110 Meadow Oak Drive
Charlotte, NC 28208 USA
www.biesseamerica.com

Biesse Canada
Montreal
1845 Rue Jean-Monnet
Terrebonne, QC J6X 4L7
www.biessecanada.com

Biesse Canada
Toronto
282 Orenda Road West 
Brampton, ON L6T 4X6
www.biessecanada.com
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Biesse Canada - BCIT, Vancouver, BC

Biesse Canada - Toronto, ON

Biesse Canada - Montreal, QC

Biesse America - Charlotte, NC

ShowroomS

Our Webinars and WebEx demos put the 
expertise of the most advanced manufacturer 
at your fingertips. Enjoy webinars, product 
demonstrations, and discussions with industry 
experts from the comfort of your own computer.
 
Even custom demonstrations are available upon 
request. Your local sales representative can show 
you how to log on to www.biesseamerica.com for a  

personalized demo with your specified parts, drawings, materials and tools. Our extensive online 
library of professional demos can also be accessed upon your request.  

To organize your customized WebEx session please call 877.8.BIESSE.

weBinarS and weBex demoS
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